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Men's bball climbs to No. 6 in nation
M o u se Brau n
Staff Writer
Keven Bradley chose a great time 
for his Lawrence University basketball 
career to explode. Bradley scored the 
final 20 points in Lawrence’s Saturday 
matinee matchup with rival Ripon 
College, leading the men to an 83-75 
victory and an unprecedented national 
ranking.
With Alexander Gymnasium packed 
far past seating capacity, much of the 
crowd was forced to stand in cramped 
comers with decent-at-best visibility. LU 
would not disappoint the blue faithful.
Lawrence led for most of the first 
half until the Viking bench was called 
for a technical foul at 2:10 remaining. 
Ripon’s Bo Johnson hit all four free 
throws to tie the game at 29. Lawrence 
held a 33-32 advantage at the half.
With six minutes left in the game, 
Lawrence held a 68-58 advantage and 
looked as if they were in control. Brian 
Schmitting then scored 7 of the next 11 
points for Ripon, narrowing Lawrence’s 
lead to 71-69 with three minutes to 
play.
Bradley answered back. Thirteen 
points into his second-half scoring flur­
ry, the senior converted easily the most 
thrilling shot of the game. Receiving the 
ball in the comer with only a few sec­
onds remaining on the shot dock, he
Campus Center 
plans continue
Doris Kim
Staff Writer
In its 17th year o f develop­
ment, and after being shelved due 
to the necessity o f other campus 
construction and lack o f funding, 
the plans for the long-anticipated 
campus center are becoming an 
actuality. LUCC and the campus 
center planning committee will 
continue finalizing floor plans of 
the building this term, with input 
from students.
During the first term of the 
year, building campus interest and 
gathering feedback were set as 
the most important goals o f the 
building's construction plans. To 
facilitate dialogue, the adminis­
tration held information sessions 
for students and faculty to voice 
suggestions and concerns. Poster 
boards o f different interior and 
exterior building designs were also 
placed around campus for stu­
dents to comment on the disparate 
models, asking which would be 
most fitting to our campus and 
student body. All criticisms and 
recommendations were compiled 
and typed and sent directly to the 
architects on the project.
“The architects even pointed 
out they would’ve never thought 
of certain ideas students came up 
with,” said Peter Bennett, an LUCC- 
appointed student representative 
on the campus center committee.
Discussion groups will contin­
ue to meet this term, and student 
involvement is heavily encour­
aged. Student input concerning 
use o f space and interior and exte­
rior design will be gladly received
See Center Plans on page 2
put up a desperation shot from behind 
the arc on which he was sent falling to 
the ground by a foul from Ripon’s Bo 
Johnsoa He made the shot and the free 
throw for a 4-point play, doubling the 
Vikings’ lead to 80-72 with 50 seconds 
remaining.
Bradley scored a game high 33 on 
8-8 shooting (5-5 from 3-point range) 
and 12-15 on free throws. Chris Braier 
finished with 23 points and 9 boards. 
Schmitting led the Red Hawks with 20 
points.
Bradley’s effort earned him Midwest 
Conference Player of the Week. He 
was also named to the d3hoops.com 
National Team of the Week.
On Tuesday, A pesky Beloit 
Buccaneers men’s basketball team 
gave Braier and teammates fits. After 
Beloit jumped out to a big lead early, 
Lawrence settled down and prevailed 
with a 65-61 road victory.
Just four minutes into the game, 
Beloit held a 16-4 advantage. John 
Tharp decided that he had seen enough 
and called a line change, replacing all 
five starters. Lawrence’s reserves got 
the Vikings back into the game and 
Lawrence held a 33-30 halftime lead.
The teams traded leads throughout 
the second half, with neither leading 
by more than 5 points. Beloit’s Josh 
Hinz hit a 3 with two minutes left to 
put Beloit up 61-58. Kyle MacGillis 
answered with a jumper and, after a
Beloit turnover, Braier hit a jumper to 
put the Vikings up by 1 with a minute 
left to play.
The Vikings then forced a turnover 
putting Beloit in a must foul situation. 
Bradley hit both free throw shots to 
put the Vikings up by 3. Beloit then 
got four 3-point attempts off in the 
final 10 seconds, two of them open 
looks, but could not execute on any 
of them. Bradley then made a free 
throw attempt, sealing the victory for 
Lawrence.
“(Beloit | jumped out on us and 
made every shot they took,” Braier 
explained after the game. “Coach Tharp 
pulled all five starters and by the time 
[the starters] came back in, we were 
settled dowa"
At halftime, the Vikes thought that 
their momentum from the end of the 
first half would carry over and they 
would run away with the game. Beloit 
hung dose, however, making difficult 
shot after difficult shot.
Braier stated, “It seemed like we 
would play great defense, forcing them 
to go late into the shot dock. They just 
seemed to make every tough shot to 
stay dose. Bdoit played really well."
Lawrence is ranked No. 6 in the 
nation in the latest d3hoops.com poll. 
They host a pair of games this weekend 
against Grinnell College Friday night 
at 7:30, and Lake Forest in a Saturday 
afternoon match up at 4:00.
dick's study gamers 
media attention
K a y la  W ilso n
Staff Writer
A new study by a Lawrence pro­
fessor and student group appeared 
in the Dec. 2005 issue of Psychology 
o f Women Quarterly and has since 
received both national and inter­
national attention. Written by psy- 
c h o 1 o g y 
p r o f e s s o r  
Peter Glick,
Sadie Weber 
‘05, Heather 
Branstiter‘06 
and Cathryn 
Johnson ‘06, 
the study 
“Evaluations 
o f sexy
women in 
low- and
high-status ^  
jobs” focuses 
on how sexy 
dress affects 
women in 
the work­
place. Since 
its publica­
tion, the study has garnered much 
media attention, partly due to its 
title, but also because of the implica­
tions for women that it presents.
The study was conducted as 
the final project for Glick’s two- 
term Research Methods class. The 
assignment was to come up with an 
original research project that posed 
an interesting question, and then 
to conceptualize it into a workable 
and ethical venture. The student 
researchers originally wanted their 
research to deal with "why men 
like strippers,” but after deeming 
this impossible and unethical, their
Photo by Ryan Day 
A study conducted by Glick and Research Methods students 
questions how dress affects women in the workplace.
focus shifted to sexy women in the 
workplace.
The project involved partici­
pants being told they were going to 
watch a video of a woman describing 
herself and her interests, and were 
instructed as to her work position, 
either as a manager or a secretary. 
They were then shown the video, but 
while some were shown a woman 
in sexy dress, 
others were 
shown the 
same woman 
in more conser­
vative clothes. 
The sexy cloth­
ing consisted 
of a tight, knee- 
length skirt, a 
low-cut top 
with a cardigan 
and high heels. 
To com ple­
ment this, the 
actress also 
wore notice­
able makeup 
and had tou­
sled hair. The 
co n se rv a tiv e  
dress on the other hand consisted 
of dark pants, a turtleneck, and flat 
shoes, with minimal makeup and 
simple hair.
The script for each video was 
the same, as were the actress’s man­
nerisms -  the only difference was 
the clothes. However, the partic­
ipants had different ideas about 
the woman’s intelligence and job 
competency based on her clothing. 
When dressed more conservatively, 
the woman was judged to be more 
competent than the sexily dressed
See Psychology on page 2
Lawrence 
receives 
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0  
Teagle grant
Em ily P asse y
Staff Writer
The Office of Public Affairs 
announced Dec. 13 that the univer­
sity had been awarded a $100,000 
grant by the Teagle Foundation. The 
grant funds a 20-month study of the 
Lawrence Postdoctoral Fellows pro­
gram, to be conducted by a group of 
faculty, staff and students.
Lawrence was one of five small 
liberal arts colleges to be awarded 
a grant this year. Bill Skinner, direc­
tor of research administration at 
Lawrence, believes that the grant will 
give Lawrence some well-deserved 
national recognition. The study is 
to be conducted over the next 20 
months by a group that Skinner 
will oversee. During this study, the 
group intends to come up with 
methods of evaluating and assess­
ing the fellows program. Skinner 
will then prepare an official report
- or “white paper” - delineating the 
group’s findings, which he says may 
act as a model for other universi­
ties to implement such programs. 
Though Lawrence is only funded for 
a 20-month research period, those 
involved have made a decision to 
study the fellows as they pursue 
jobs after their time at Lawrence.
Skinner cites President Beck as 
the main drive behind Lawrence 
receiving this important award. Early 
this fall, Beck spoke about the fel­
lows program with a representative 
of the Teagle Foundation, Donna 
Heiland. Lawrence was then invited 
to prepare a grant that Skinner and 
Beth Giese, director of corporation 
and foundation relations, prepared 
together and sent to the Teagle 
Foundation on Sept. 27.
When asked whether or not 
he was surprised that Lawrence 
received the grant, Skinner replied 
with an emphatic “no." He comment­
ed that Beck and those involved had 
every reason to be confident that 
Lawrence would get a grant for the 
unique fellows program.
Program director Professor 
Peter Glick commented, “I think |the 
Teagle Foundationl viewed the fel­
lows program as an important new 
innovation." The Teagle Foundation 
has invited the Lawrence research­
ers to present the plan for evalua­
tion at a meeting this March in New 
York -  something Glick believes 
shows their interest and investment 
in Lawrence’s program.
Walter C. Teagle, one-time presi­
dent and chairman of Standard Oil 
Company - now Exxon Mobil Corp.
- founded the Teagle Foundation 
in 1944. The foundation supports 
intellectual and financial resources 
with its grants, stressing student 
opportunity for a challenging and 
wide-ranging liberal arts education. 
The research conducted and report­
ed on may illuminate Lawrence’s 
unique program and the contribu­
tion it makes to the liberal arts 
community, a future that the Teagle 
Foundation holds in high regard.
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Asian Awareness at Lawrence
Em ily  A lin d e r
for The Lawrentian
Lawrence’s Asian Awareness Club 
is looking to expand to include a more 
diverse group of members and become 
more campuswide. The purpose of 
the club is for Lawrence students of 
all races to learn more about Asian 
cultures, holidays and customs.
The Asian Awareness Club was 
started six years ago by Sandy Vang 
and split off from the Diversity Club. 
For a while the club was inactive, but 
two years ago Asian Awareness was 
rekindled at Lawrence. Today there 
are 10 to 15 active members who 
are mostly Waseda University students 
from Japan.
Last year, the club brought come­
dian Eliot Chang - who has been on 
Comedy Central a few times - to cam­
pus for a performance, held a karaoke 
night, did “Far East Feast" potlucks, 
and hosted a couple of movie nights.
Far East Feast is a gathering held 
each term in which all the members 
help cook a potluck dinner of authen­
tic Asian cuisine. Held in Hiett Hall’s 
fourth-floor kitchen, it is informal but 
usually draws around 30 students. 
The Asian Awareness Club is currently 
collaborating with Dining Services to 
plan a night of authentic Chinese cui­
sine in February, in celebration of the 
Chinese New Year. As well as potlucks, 
Asian Awareness is planning a karaoke 
night and cultural movie nights for 
this year.
the club is also selling cookbooks 
called “Chinese Home Cooking Made
Easy" for $20 per book. The book was 
written by a close family friend of club 
president Van Yang. The recipes are 
for authentic Chinese cuisine made 
with Western ingredients.
At 5:30 p.m. on Mondays, club 
members begin gathering in Downer 
Room F, some trickling in a bit after. 
Japanese, Chinese and English lan­
guages mingle amidst the meal and 
informal meeting. Lots of laughter 
fills the room between sharing stories 
about traveling, cultural reminiscence 
and good times at Lawrence. Also, 
the occasional impromptu teachings 
of vocabulary - in Japanese, Chinese 
and English - add to the meal. Asian 
Awareness highly encourages anyone 
interested to stop by and join them for 
dinner. It is definitely a blast.
The Asian Awamess Club welcomes you to  join them at meetings and activities on campus.
Man gets prison for 
breakins
C o u r t e s y  o f  A p p le t o n  
Post-Crescent
An Appleton man was sentenced to 
prison for a pair of burglaries at Lawrence 
I diversity’s music and drama department
in June of this year.
Rodney K. Johnson, 32, was sentenced 
Dec 22 to three years in prism plus three 
years extended supervision by Outagamie 
County Circuit Judge Dennis Luebke on 
charges of burglary and forgery as a repeat 
offender.
Two theft charges, two forgery charg­
es and a burglary charge were dismissed 
and read-in for sentencing purposes.
On June 20 and June 22, Johnson 
broke into the music and drama building,
Photo by Cora Schroeder
taking cash, a video camera, a checkbook 
and two oboes with their cases.
Johnson and a 15-year-old female 
accomplice wrote checks from the check­
book that belonged to a music fraternity, 
but were unsuccessful in getting them 
cashed
They then tried to sell the instruments 
to a local music store but suspicions clerks 
called police and the pair were taken into 
custody.
The stolen items were all recovered
Center Plans
continued from page 1
-  even down to what furniture 
students would prefer and which 
items they would like to see sold 
at the campus center store. This 
new building will accommodate 
all student organization activity, 
from club meetings to campus 
publications. The main interest is 
to keep this building usable and 
efficient; the school again turns 
to students for their opinions on 
how to make this happen. Later on 
this term, it is expected that lead­
ers o f campus organizations will 
be invited to a meeting with LUCC 
to determine how to use the space 
most effectively for the benefit 
for all students.
“Lawrence is big on commu­
nity. This new campus center will 
be like the ‘living room' o f cam­
pus,” said student representative 
Nathan Litt. “It'll be there for 
the involvement of students and 
faculty. It’s going be built for 
everybody."
Students may also actively 
participate in the environmental 
aspects of construction. Professor 
Marcia Bjomerud of the geology
department is holding a class spe­
cifically concerning environmental 
building design. This class will be 
able to meet the actual planners 
o f the project.
“Buildings are not built while 
thinking about the future, even 
Hiett," said Bennett. “It will 
become more and more important 
to build these environmentally 
safe buildings. Lawrence can por­
tray this image that we are think­
ing about these things with these 
plans."
LUCC expects to have solidi­
fied all floor plans for the four- 
level campus center by May.
Psychology
continued from page 1
woman. In contrast, this woman was 
also thought to be less warm and 
friendly than the woman in sexy 
clothes. Additionally, participants 
found sexy dress to be more accept­
able on the secretary than on the 
manager.
The study reveals a lot about the 
roles women struggle to fill and the 
dilemmas that working women have 
to face. Of the roles women have - 
traditional, nontraditional and sexy 
- the study poses that it is hard 
to reconcile the three. Women are 
often stereotyped as being weaker 
than men, and in trying to play
up their romantic attractiveness by 
dressing sexy or feminine often run 
into problems at the office. Many 
have a hard time walking the line 
between appearing competent and 
appearing romantically appealing. 
The study’s research also gathers 
that women who are in low-status, 
traditionally female jobs are able to 
get away with dressing more allur­
ingly. “With the receptionist, the 
idea is to seem sexually available," 
Glick said, making the woman’s sexy 
dressing more acceptable, much the 
same way that stewardesses were 
once viewed. However, as the study 
shows, while the sexy receptionist is 
viewed as being warm and friendly 
she is also viewed as being less 
competent, whereas men do not 
face this same pitfall. “Women are
held to a higher standard than men, 
and warmth can downgrade compe­
tence," added Glick.
Along with these implications 
for women in the workforce, the 
study is also important because 
of its practical message. It shows 
that people do judge others on 
their dress, especially when consid­
ering them for a job. Both Johnson 
and Branstiter hope that, as this 
research has gotten press, it will 
help change the way businesses 
select employees. “We are hoping 
this will help people be more self- 
aware in their hiring practices," said 
Johnson. Branstiter echoed this sen­
timent, saying, “Hopefully people 
will hire people based on whether 
they are qualified, not on how they 
look."
Diversity Center to host 13th 
annual M IX  D a / festivities
A p ril  W e s t
for The Lawrentian
Martin Luther King Jr. Day is 
a day when, according to multi­
cultural affairs dean Rod Bradley, 
the Lawrence community “takes 
time away from their schedule to 
appreciate all that Martin Luther 
King Jr. has done and stands for." 
The Diversity Center, in league 
with Toward Community: Unity in 
Diversity, will be hosting their 13 th 
annual Martin Luther King Jr. cel­
ebration in the Memorial Chapel 
Monday at 6:30 p.m. Bradley con­
tinues, “The celebration highlights 
the importance of awareness, com­
mitment and diversity as we strive 
to help improve human rights and 
civic engagement." The festivities 
will be free and open to the public. 
The theme of the program will be 
“Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos 
or Community?" The program is 
scheduled to last one hour.
The program will include key­
note speaker Eugene Kane, a seven- 
year veteran journalist for the 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel with an 
award-winning thrice weekly col­
umn. Kane, a Philadelphia native, 
is a graduate of Temple University 
and a former John S. Knight Fellow 
at Stanford University. He has 
received the National Headliner 
Award, the Sigma Delta Chi award, 
and the National Association of
Black Journalists Award.
In addition, a performance is to 
be given by singer and recording 
artist Ken Daniel, Lawrence class 
of *91. He has performed in a num­
ber o f local venues and has toured 
nationally.
Toward Community will be 
awarding the annual Jane LaChapelle 
McCarty Unity in Diversity Award 
to someone from the Appleton area 
who has proven their commitment 
and awareness to diversity.
In November, K-12 students 
entered essays about subjects 
relating to Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
dream. The winning essay will 
be read aloud and an award will 
be given to the author. The song 
“Lift Every Voice and Sing,” known 
by some as the “black national 
anthem," will be sung.
The celebration will end with 
closing words and a public recep­
tion.
“Martin Luther King Jr. Day is 
a holiday about giving service back 
to the community,” adds Bradley. 
On Sunday the Diversity Center will 
provide ways in which Lawrentians 
can do this. Interested students 
should contact the Volunteer 
Center at x6644 to find ways in 
which they can help throughout 
the year. Various volunteer oppor­
tunities include Salvation Army; 
Pioneer Village, a retirement liv­
ing community; and the Emergency 
Shelter of Fox Valley.
LUCC Coverage
Kijai C o r b e t t
for The Lawrentian
TheLawrenceUniversityCommunity 
Council held a short meeting Tuesday 
evening in Riverview Lounge primarily 
to discuss the upcoming executive elec­
tions for the LUCC presidency and vice 
presidency.
The main business regarding elec­
tions was the introduction of a new 
computer system that will allow LUCC 
to prevent people from casting multiple 
votes. To create a list of voters, LUCC 
members will record only people’s 
names, not their votes. Students and 
faculty will still be voting on paper bal­
lots however, and the ballots will only 
be entered into the system after being 
submitted by voters. LUCC unanimously 
approved these new measures, allowing 
the election discussion to begin.
Candidates’ election petitions are 
due at 10 p m  Friday. There will be a 
candidate forum 24 p m  Sunday in 
Riverview Lounge. The elections will be 
held Wednesday-Friday, Jan. 18-20, dur­
ing lunch and dinner hours at Downer 
and Lucinda's.
Student activities dean Paul Shrode 
also cautioned LUCC members to watch 
out for polling violations. Specifically, 
no campaigning is allowed within 50 
feet of the polls.
The other item of new business 
was the approval of a bylaw change 
regarding the standing committees for 
Publications and Multicultural Affairs. 
It was decided that the committees 
will govern their own membership, but 
report to LUCC at least once per term
In old business, the Finance 
Committee granted funds to the Cross 
Country Ski Club to buy new equip­
ment. Money was also given to LUMP 
to fund their production of “You’re a 
Good Man, Charlie Brown.” The pro­
duction will be held later this term or 
early next term The committee also 
clarified that money granted to WLFM
for an upcoming concert was to cover 
the whole event, not just the band, as 
WLFM will now be hosting two bands 
for the same price. There was also 
some confusion over the soccer team’s 
request for funds. The committee was 
unsure as to whether the request would 
violate NCAA regulations and is waiting 
for more information.
Due to some students’ concerns 
over safety, the Student Welfare 
Committee is considering the possibility 
of 24-hour locking of all residence halls 
and houses. A Voyager survey is being 
created to judge student opinion on the 
issue. The committee is also discussing 
the university's vending rights and the 
possibility of getting more items on 
campus.
The Residence life Committee 
reported that the second and third 
floors of Sage will be coed by room next 
year and that they still need to decide 
whether the other floors will be all­
male or all-female. For students wanting 
housing that allows students of both 
sexes to share a room the committee 
stated that they expect GLOW to apply 
for a group house with gender-neutral 
housing and that they will see how that 
works out. LUCC President Pete Snyder 
noted that the issue of coed housing 
has not been resolved.
Snyder also commented that the 
Steering Committee needs to discuss 
formal group housing, which involves 
three-year contracts with organizations 
such as, but not limited to, the fraterni­
ties. While formal group housing is not 
under LUCC jurisdiction, the council 
does appoint members to a governing 
board consisting of 12 members, 10 of 
whom are students.
Before the meeting was adjourned, 
a member of the men’s soccer team 
inquired about the status of their 
request for funding. Finance Secretary 
Jon Home replied that the men's soc­
cer team is on the agenda for the next 
Finance Committee meeting at 9 p m  
Thursday.
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Gel ahead this summer! 
Take undergraduate courses
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LUCC candidates1 personal statements
Vice President
Jay Dansand
The Vice President is a cam­
pus-wide representative who chairs 
Finance Committee. I have two 
years’ experience as a representative 
and am currently on the council’s 
Finance, PEL, and Student Welfare 
committees. But because 1 believe 
that LUCC should be more than 
a glorified finance committee, my 
intentions are to increase reciproca­
tion with LU Dining Services, expand 
influence with the trustees, and fur­
ther the current LUCC administra­
tion’s goal of bringing Formal Group 
Housing under LUCC’s jurisdiction. 
The Welcome Week literature says 
that our campus is student-run and 
I intend to make that a true state­
ment.
Jeremiah “Jay" Dansand
for Vice President ‘06-’07
KotDeas
Despite that I’ve seen political 
response become sparse on occa­
sion during my three years at LU, 
it’s a moot discussion: Lawrentians 
are busy being overachievers, but 
giving back in their own ways. 
Lawrence has given me a trove of 
opportunities and I have put con­
tinuous effort into giving back to 
our community.
It has given me genuine satis­
faction to troubleshoot issues on 
the Council in the two years that 
I’ve served. I feel that my diligence 
to improve our community and my 
experience with the LUCC process, 
finances, and communication would 
make me a strong asset to our 
campus if 1 am elected to the Vice 
Presidency.
Hedh Gordon
Hey guys, I’ve been involved 
in campus politics since my fresh­
man year at school, so I am very 
comfortable administrating LUCC. 
Here are a few brief shots from my 
platform:
1 .1 would like there to be a staff 
representative on LUCC.
2. I will visit every dorm and 
small house meeting once this 
school year, and once at the begin­
ning of next.
3 .1 will work close with the Vice 
President to try to make the budget 
process more streamlined, and make 
it easier for clubs to make campital 
investments.
If you want to know more, just 
facebook me!
IHRLUHC Heath Gordon
Chris Sncpp
For those of you who don’t 
know me, my name is Chris 
Snapp. Last term, I was Chair of 
the Student Welfare Committee.
As president, I plan to focus 
on accountability, both within 
the Council and in the dealings 
between the student government 
and the administration. To do this, 
I will undertake the constitution­
al process necessary to end the 
second-class nature of Committee 
Chairs, giving them the same vot­
ing rights and electoral account­
ability of all other voting members.
I have experience in student 
government going back to middle 
school, and my previous position 
has given me a relationship with 
the administration, and administra­
tive support of my general goals. 
I put my utmost into everything I 
do, and it would be a pleasure to 
put that effort into my campus.
BicEsenheim
I am running for the Presidency 
o f the Lawrence University 
Community Council because I 
believe that this organization can 
do more to secure a pleasant and 
enriching experience for Lawrence 
students. Under my leadership, not 
only would the LUCC sustain and 
support all current extracurricular 
student programs, but we would 
also work closely with University 
administration, faculty, staff, and 
the Board of Trustees to ensure 
that the University enriches its rep­
utation of academic and creative 
innovation, excellence, and prestige 
throughout the country and the 
world. 1 have much experience as a 
student government worker, and 1 
encourage all to peruse my platform 
(posted around campus) and its 
more ambitious initiatives. Nothing 
can be achieved without big goals.
The future belongs to those 
who believe in the beauty o f their 
dreams.
■Eleanor Roosevelt
After reviewing the submit­
ted statements o f the election 
candidates, the editorial board of 
The Lawrentian supports Chris 
Snapp for president and Jeremiah 
Dansand for vice president in the 
upcoming elections. By major­
ity vote, these two students have 
acquired the support o f the edito­
rial board, having demonstrated the 
qualities and charisma that The 
Lawrentian seeks in student lead­
ers. Good luck to all the candidates.
•  Take U ndergraduate Courses Taught by Distinguished Faculty and  
Experienced le c tu re r*
• Choose from  O ne o f 15 Ancient and M o dern  Languages
•  Sample O u r Business Curriculum : Accounting, M arketing , and  
O rganizational Behavior
• Explore Classes in H um an Rights. Economics, Physics, and M ore.
REQUEST YOUR CATALOG TODAY.
call 7 7 3 / 7 0 * 4 * *  
e-mail uc-sumwiertyuchkago.edu
Monday, January 16
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
6:30 pan. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration; Memorial 
Chapel.
Tuesday, January 17
7:30 pjn. Archaeological Institute o f America Appleton
Society lecture: “The Olympic Games 776 B.C.-A.D. 
2006,” Prof. Dan Taylor; Wriston Auditorium.
Wednesday, January 18
Last day o f  registration period
11:10 aan. Freshman Studies lecture: Richard Dawkin’s “The 
Selfish Gene,” Professors Bart and Elisabeth 
DeStasio; Stansbury Theatre.
5:30 pjn. Women’s basketball vs. Carroll College; Alexander 
Gymnasium.
7:00 pjn. Wrestling vs. UW-Platteville; Alexander Gymnasium. 
7:30 pjn. Men’s basketball vs. Carroll College; Alexander 
Gymnasium.
800 pjn. Saxophone Trio performance; Harper Hall.
Thursday, January 12
4:30 pjn. Religious Studies Job Talk: “Experiencing Mecca as 
Sacred Space The Rihlah o f Ibn Jubayr and Social 
Memory," Martyn Smith; Main Hall 201.
7:30 pjn. Spoerl lecture: “Better building..Better living..Better 
world!” Nathan Engstrom, director o f Green Built- 
Home; Sdence Hall 102.
8:00 p.m. Student redtal: Eric Cline, piano; Harper Hall.
How do you like our new look?
We have given The Lawrentian an updated appearance 
with new fonts, graphics, and formatting, and we plan 
on adding more. We'd love to get your feedback! 
If you have any suggestions, comments, or criticisms, 
please email us at lawrentian@lawrence.edu or contact 
Kate Enoch at x7161.
W hatsO n?at
Lawrence 1University i
Friday, January 13
5:30 pjn. W omen’s basketball vs. Grinnell College; Alexander
Gymnasium.
7.-00 pjn. GLOW m ovie series and discussion; Wriston
Auditorium.
7:30 pjn. Men’s basketball vs. Grinnefi College; Alexander
Gymnasium. T
8:00 pjn. “Religion vs. Morality,” lecture by .Andy Bernstein o f
the Ayn Rand Institute; Riverview Lounge.
Saturday, January 14
Wisconsin Choral Directors Assodation Conference. Sdected 
events will be opened to the public for a nominal charge at 
the door; Memorial Chapd.
200 pjn. W omen’s basketball vs. Lake Forest College;
Alexander Gymnasium.
400 pjn. Men’s basketball vs. Lake Forest College; Alexander
Gymnasium.
700 pjn. Hockey vs. Marian College; Appleton Family Ice
Center.
8O0pjn. WLFM Open House; WLFM studios, Music-Drama
Center.
Sunday, January 15
200 pjn.
300 pjn.
7:30 pjn.
LUCC candidate forum; Riverview Lounge 
Faculty redtal and lecture on Dominick Argento’s 
“From the Diary o f  Virginia W oolf,” Karen Ldgh- 
Post, m ezzo-soprano, Dmitri Novgorodsky, piano, 
Karen Hoffmann, assodate professor o f English, 
and students o f  Gender and British Modernist 
literature; Harper Hall.
World Music Series lecture: “Revitalizing Old School 
Agbadza: A collaborative project o f  an Ewe master 
drummer and an American scholar/perform er,” 
David Locke, ethnomusicologist, Tufts University; 
Harper Hall.
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So sorry abov
and the feuding^ Looking 
forward to spending some 
quality “alone time” with 
your children.
Lies and Untruths
P e t e r  G illette
Opinion Columist
Payback time: 
Part I
I seldom use my column to share 
unllattering information about myself, 
but this week I just can’t resist. 1 have 
only one thing on my mind: money 
problems.
You see, I am terrible with money. I 
am p<x>r. Let me count the ways. There 
Ls the credit card debt from that summer 
where Discover Card bankrolled many 
a trip from Illinois to Minneapolis, and 
many more trips to Borders B(X)ks and 
Music.
There are your garden variety stu­
dent loan debts, but I won’t regale you 
with those. I owe friends money. (Trust 
me, all of you I will pay you back... 
some day.) 1 used to have car debts, but 
luckily, during leaf collection, the city of 
Appleton relieved me of those.
And so, as I looked forward to grad 
sch(X)l auditious, I wondered where do 
I get the airfare to visit schools? 1 was 
in a panic.
Just when all hope seemed lost, 
I opened up the Lawrence University 
webpage. Lo, and behold! There **Ls** a 
surefire way to become flush with cash
1 saw that Lawrence University has 
been awarded a **major** grant by 
the Teagle Foundation to the tune of 
$100,(XX) for use in evaluating the new 
Lawrence Fellows program
How on earth could an evaluation of 
eight people cost One-Hundred grand? 
According to the press release, the 
money will support a “working group” 
of administrators, faculty, staff, and stu­
dents who will spend 20 months evalu­
ating the effectiveness of a program that 
will probably only end up encompassing 
a dozen people.
According to the press release, the 
group will analyze the fellows program 
“using data gathered through a variety 
of methods, including self-assessment 
of teaching and scholarship, video and 
in-class observations, course evalua­
tions, surveys, and other reports." The 
group will then present the evaluation 
plan this March in New York City.
That’s when it hit me: I have an 
audition in New York City March 10th 
for grad sch<x)L I would really love to 
kill two birds with one stone and save 
some airfare.
Now, 1 took a class with a fellow last 
term - Daniel Barolsky. I enjoy ed it so 
much that 1 roped him into supervising a 
research project. 1 have also been served 
by several other fellows at Senior Night. 
1 can tell you what works and what 
doesn't work. I’d be perfect for that com­
mittee. Just give me some money.
During that class last term, before 
the fine folks from Teagle came through 
with the grant, Mr. Barolsky was vid­
eotaped assessed and observed from 
each possible angle. In other words, 
the data already exists. It didn’t cost a 
thing...
Maybe more of us can get a cut of 
that cash Since much of the data comes 
from evaluations that petty, ungrateful, 
and short-sighted undergraduates like 
you and me toss off so we won't be 
stuck taking the envelope to the office, 
perhaps a little cash would cause us to 
make our impressions, how shall we say, 
more “thorough.”
NEXT WEEK:
loophole your way to Cheap living
The Class of 1965 
Student Activity Grant
h a s  " u n c e d  t h e s e  m e m o r a b i s  e v e n t s :
• R a t t l e  o t  t h e  B a n d s
• G L O W 'S  T R L C  : c r t e r e r c e
• T h e  ^e«:e= o t  h  o  T ie  !e  s t r e s s  c a n e  I
• F. q  F a r e  s w i n q  d a n c e
• A I D S  q u i l t
•  F a  l i e :  F o l k  l o r  c o
Y our trvftrU co u ld  bfj n e x t !  
A p p lic a t io n s  due  Feb rua ry  8.
Apt: Tioticim arc- rc-vn*wc\i once per I c-rrr*
Di-.xllines Sixth Wednesday of I hr- i f  rm
For information and application maloriaK visit 
the O H kf of Alumni ftel.itrars 3M& F College Aw , 
or apply toVAvlavjrrr.ee rdu/.il timncbSnjrnnt'
7. Do you have a great idea for a 
student event... 
but no funding?
1.
Poi nt-Counterpoint: Appleton smoking ban
W o r k e r s ’  r j g j r t s
Ben Pauli
Staff Writer
The recent introduction of a 
citywide smoking ban in Appleton 
(and other communities such as 
my hometown of Madison) has 
raised considerable debate over 
the role o f measures that limit 
smoking in public places. Many 
argue that smoking is a personal 
choice and that it is not the gov­
ernment’s place to limit such a 
personal freedom. Furthermore, 
such smoking ban critics contend 
that, if the public does not want 
to be personally exposed to tobac­
co smoking, they may use their 
power as consumers and support 
smoke-free businesses.
Such a line of reasoning has a 
few major flaws inherent within 
it, however. First, although the 
idea of market pressures accom­
modating the preferences o f the 
public is enticing, it fails to rec­
ognize the position in which it 
leaves working people. While it is 
true that consumers may choose 
whether or not to frequent smok­
ing establishments, it is unreason­
able to assume that people in need 
o f employment have the luxury of 
such a choice. Therefore, having 
smoking or smoke-free establish­
ments in accordance with consum­
er choice has the effect o f allowing 
those citizens with enough money 
to avoid exposure to smoke, while 
requiring those working poor who 
are more in need of employment 
to be subjected to smoke-filled 
working environments.
This issue is quite serious 
because smoke-filled workplac­
es are not just an annoyance. 
Smoking areas contain incredible 
concentrations o f carcinogens 
which are actually absorbed into 
the room itself, so that employ­
ees are exposed to cancer-causing 
agents even when no one in the 
room is smoking. Therefore, while 
the Appleton smoking ban may 
initially hurt local businesses, 
especially bars, it will, in the long 
run, protect employees (particu­
larly the working poor) from dan­
gerous working environments.
si
Ben Pauli is a member o f Students for 
Leftist Action.
T o w a r d  a  b e t t e r  c i t y
M ichael Papincak
Staff Writer
I would like to start by welcom­
ing everyone back to campus for 
what I hope will be a great winter 
term. I would also like to thank the 
readers and supporters of this point- 
counterpoint article. It has been a joy 
being part of The Lawrentian.
I believe that the smoking ban 
is a great thing. I am a huge sup­
porter of banning smoking wherever 
possible. In this case, it will affect 
restaurants, bars, and other public 
places in the city. I believe that this 
will make for a much healthier com­
munity. As someone who is now 21 
and wishes to go tQ bars on occasion, 
I am glad that I will not be welcomed 
by a cloud of smoke. And besides, 
bars are unhealthy enough with all 
of that alcohol - why should there be 
smoking as well?
Banning smoking in restaurants 
is way overdue. These are places 
where families with young children 
go to enjoy dinner and have a good 
time. Parents should not have to 
worry about their lungs being filled 
with smoke by the table in the smok­
ing section.
I also think that smoking should 
never take place around food being 
served in a public place - for health
reasons, of course. People will now 
be able to work in a smoke-free 
environment. This will cause less 
tension among smoking and non­
smoking workers, and will also make 
the environment much healthier. At a 
bar, you might only be around smoke 
for a couple hours. At the workplace 
you should not be surrounded by it 
from 9 to 5.
I am glad that Appleton has 
taken a tougher stance on this mea­
sure than, say, Madison, because it 
shows that the city is not messing 
around with this subject. This city 
wants to be healthy, prosperous and 
clean. I think that this smoking ban 
is a great example of how this dty is 
making great progress towards those 
goals. I would like to thank the citi­
zens of Appleton for voting the way 
they did, and making this smoking 
ban a reality.
Michael Papincak is a member o f the 
College Republicans.
The Lawrence 
University A lum ni 
Association can help
Letter to the Editor
To the Lawrence community:
WLFM would like to cordially 
invite members of the Lawrence and 
Appleton 
c o m m u ­
nity to 
an open 
house this 
weekend 
to visit 
our newly 
r e m o d ­
eled and 
u p dated  
s tu d io s .
This event will serve as an intro­
duction to a new format and a 
new vitality for WLFM. A catered 
reception will begin this Saturday 
at 8:00 p.m. in the WITM studios, 
followed by a good old-fashioned
rock show at 9:00 in Cloak Theatre.
We would also like to take a 
moment to thank the people who 
have made WLFM’s transition to 
a new format pos­
sible: Paul Shrode, 
Steve Hirby, Steve 
Armstrong, Charity 
Brown, Erik Barlow, 
John Moder and 
the employees 
of Physical Plant, 
Amy Uecke, LUCC, 
The Lawrentian, 
and the DJs of 
WLFM. Thank 
you very much, and we hope 
to see you this weekend.
Sincerely, 
The Student Staff of WLFM 
www.wlfm.net
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Residence life for everyone
Residence life at Lawrence is a chance to be part of a community; 
to find friendship, support, and entertainment in the place where you 
live. Most of us are required to live on campus for the entirety of our 
stay at Lawrence, and we can be sure that this is a calculated part of the 
“Lawrence Difference" -  a building block for the unity of our campus and 
our own sense of wellbeing. But residence hall programs, an integral part 
of the on-campus living experience, are not equally helpful to everyone.
Clearly, freshmen have a great time in the dorms - they make up 
the largest part of the population, and they are all together in the same 
boat, being newly arrived, equally vulnerable, and equally needful of a 
residential community. Upperclassmen, on the other hand, tend to five 
with friends they made long ago, in suites, quads, or formal group hous­
ing. Although not always the case, some upperclassmen live in residence 
halls because of an unlucky lottery number, the preference for a single 
room, or plans to study abroad during the year. In these instances, liv­
ing amongst excitable, social freshmen who are in the midst of building 
a community is not always desirable. And whether or not all of us are 
participating in the residence hall pancake breakfast or marathon bowl­
ing excursion, we are, however, all paying an activities fee of $27. This is 
not a huge amount of money, but wouldn’t it be better if everyone could 
benefit from such an investment?
We propose that residence halls, as well as theme houses, make an 
effort to put on more programs that reach beyond their own roofs, to 
other parts of campus. We have seen a handful of these sorts of pro­
grams take place, such as former Plantz RHD Liz Matelski’s Backyard 
Barbecue, sponsored by Plantz Hall, and Ormsby’s Zoo Days, which was 
organized by both Ormsby and Colman Hall last year. Programs like 
these would appeal to a wider spectrum of students and would thereby 
strengthen Lawrence community overall. Upperclassmen would be 
more likely to attend, because their friends at the theme house down 
the street would be there, or because they could bring their friends 
along with them without seeming out of place. In fact, they might even 
end up talking to some intriguing freshmen.
Many of us remember how alive our campus felt that weekend in May 
of 2005 when Shackathon, Zoo Days, Art Plethora and Shish-ka-Quad 
all took place at the same time. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to create that 
sense of campus community and engagement more often? We think that 
more inclusive residence hall programs are a good place to start.
Romance 
according 
to Kate
Kate Ostler
Advice Columnist
Second dates & 
drunken faux pas
Dear Kate,
I asked a girl out on a date, and 
it ended up going horribly. How 
can I redeem myself, and make 
sure that the next one goes better?
-Searching for a 
Second Chance
Dear Searching,
Many, if not all of us, have 
been on awful dates, or soon will 
be. The most important thing to 
remember is to be yourself. Try 
not to stress out or worry too 
much about what will happen 
on this second date. Obviously, 
things could have gone better, 
but you need to put that behind 
you and make a fresh start. Make 
it your business to be sure that 
your date knows that you want 
things to go more smoothly this 
time. Concentrate on improving 
the small things: keep eye contact, 
listen intently, and maintain a 
steady conversation. Be positive
that your date gets to know the 
real you. Reveal something per­
sonal in conversation, or make her 
a mix tape o f your favorite music. 
Chicks love mix tapes. Good luck!
Dear Kate,
I like to party hard on Saturday 
nights, but sometimes I end up 
embarrassing m yself, without 
thinking about who I’ll have to 
face in the morning. What's the 
standard protocol for avoiding 
someone at Sunday brunch?
-Desperate at Downer
Dear Desperate,
Certainly many Lawrentians 
have been in your place - waiting 
for an omelet in B line, avoiding 
eye contact, and concentrating on 
their hash browns instead of the 
people walking by. If you’re not 
looking to cause a stir, and want 
to avoid reliving the night before, 
show up at Downer looking like 
you’re recovering from a rough 
weekend. Pajamas are always a 
sure thing, along with a base­
ball cap and sunglasses. Bring a 
Sunday paper with you to read 
while you’re sitting at a table by 
yourself. If you’re feeling really 
anti social, take along your iPod 
and rock out to your favorite 
tunes. When your buddies stop 
by to say hello, make sure you 
announce (audibly) that you don’t 
recall much from the night before, 
so as to throw off anyone who’s 
been thinking about coming by to 
chat about how much fun they had 
with you last night.
The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the stu­
dents, faculty, and community members who submitted them. All 
facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not 
endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian wel­
comes everyone to submit their own opinions using the param­
eters outlined in the masthead.
PHOTO POLL:
What is your New Y ears resolution?
i “ To be able to walk on my hands by the end o f the year."•Ben Kraemer
"Be more organized and actually pay 
attention in class." 
-Jamie Gamer
To work out and eat healthier. 
Four times so far!"
-Jennie Dcveraux-W eber
m ' '5; y w c l
_  j
"Finally graduate."
-W illis R and, Supersenior
To lose some weight this year.” 
-Jeremy R eider
To he in the photo poll." 
-Kristina Nockleby w
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lishing date.
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Photos by Christie McCowen 
Above: Professors Michael Kim, piano, and janet Anthony, cello.
Right: Professors Stephane Tran Ngoc, violin, and Howard Niblock, oboe.
W LFM  opens its doors to the communityFaculty members give 
humbling performance V e r o n ic a  D e V o re  year long celebration of WLFM’s first broad-
suff writer cast 50 years ago.
Three live bands, a live broadcast stu­
dent performance, station tours, and free 
lawrences radio station WLFM will food ^  make up the evmt, vvhidi begins
u dnL°pm ^  SaturdayLt0 at 8 pm  The first hour of the program will
highlight the changes the station has take place m the station itself and will fea-
recoitly undergone. The event is part of a ^  studmt puinLst Greg WoodareL
The station's new equipment will 
make it possible for his performance 
to be broadcast live mi the Web. 
Later in the evening, three live bands 
will play in Goak Theatre, right next 
door to the station. The bands are 
Lawrence’s HbitbEtty, Giicago’s piglet 
and Milwaukee’s El Oso.
Up until last year, WLFM broad­
cast using a standard radio signal 
and was a Wisconsin Public Radio 
affiliate However, after the university 
conducted an analysis of the financial 
needs of the station, it was decided 
that WLFM’s radio signal and FCC 
license would be sdd and that broad­
casts would be mi the Web only. The 
money made from these sales was 
used to completely overhaul the sta­
tion, firm the computer system to the car­
peting and furniture. “Pretty much every­
thing except a few desk chairs us gone from 
the old studio," said WLFM music director 
Giaries Hagman A lounge area has also 
been added to the station to encourage a 
mere user-friendly atmosphere. In addition, 
the method of broadcasting has changed 
drastically. Instead of CT) players, DJs now 
utilize computer playlists much like Apple’s 
iTunes. Even when there is no one in the 
studio, WLFM continues broadcasting using 
these playlists.
After workmg hard to produce ail of 
these changes, those involved with WLFM 
hope that the open house will be a suc­
cess. Music director Reid Stratton said that 
the event has several purposes. “We want 
to show how much change and exciting 
things are happening at WLFM and that 
the station still has a strong future,” he 
said. Both Stratton and Hagman stressed 
the importance of student participation in 
WLFM. Stratton said, “One of our goals has 
always been to get mere student involve­
ment, and this [open housel is a nice way 
to do so.”
that expresses the best of our nobility. 
How appropriate it is to use a concert 
of noble and beautiful music to encour­
age that noble and beautiful human 
endeavor: caring for humanity.
A m e li a  Perron
Staff Writer
The Lawrence faculty, in a mara­
thon extravaganza Sunday afternoon,
presented a “Concert for Humanity" in 
an effort to raise awareness and funds 
for the many disasters that have bef allen 
humankind in recent months.
Voice professor and concert coor­
dinator Steven Spears explained that, in 
planning the benefit concert at the begin 
ning of this year, there were simply too 
many natural disasters to choose just 
one. “Instead of focusing on one tragedy 
or charity,” said Spears, “we decided 
that it would be best to simply remind 
people through a memorial concert that 
these events have happened and help is 
still needed in so many ways." Instead of 
collecting donations at the door, audi­
ence members were encouraged to send 
a donation to the charity of their choice. 
“Perhaps this will encourage someone 
to donate their time to their church 
goodwill drive or homeless shelter or be 
iuspired to give in some unique way that 
only they can," Spears said.
The music and readings of the con­
cert reflected a variety of deeply felt reac­
tions to tragedy. Some pieces were dearly 
commemorative of specific events. Jazz 
instnietor Ife Tomboulian, whose piano 
sextet “Set for New Orleans" premiered 
in this concert, was inspired to write 
the piece alter Hurricane Katrina devas­
tated New Orleans. “The first movement 
has a post-Katrina feeling," he explains. 
“It’s a twisted version of the song ‘Do 
You Know What It Means to Miss New 
Orleans.’"
Other sdcctions, matching the plea 
for help that characterized the essence 
of the concert, turned spiritual, asking 
(kid for the help that we humans can't 
seem to provide. Francis Poulenc’s pro­
foundly beautiful “Priez pour paLx," per 
formed by professors Joanne and Ken 
Bozeman, implored Jesus to “banish war 
which disrupts all.” The program also 
included the Buddhist “Metta" chant, 
led by Professor (kmc Biringer, which 
recognized the common goals of peace, 
happiness, health and wisdom.
Some music was simply beauti­
ful and reflective ***-*** Professor 
Stephen McCardell’s “Lent,” Professor 
Steven Jordheim’s performance of Srul 
Irving (flick’s “Prayer and Dance," and 
Professor Stephane Tran Ngoc’s perfor­
mance of Lynn Job’s “Arcangdo Red."
But the overall mood of the concert 
could be summarized in a single piece: 
Schubert’s “Lebenssturme," played by 
Sooyeon Kwon and Anthony Padilla. 
“You can hear so many interpretations
- all the storms of life," Spears said. 
“This could be the title of the concert."
But the music tells of more than 
storms. In its dramatic chords, the music
- like so much of the program Sunday
- speaks of the human capacity to tum 
the worst of human suffering into art
THE NEW LIVE A L B U M  FEATU RING  
JOHN M AYER ON GUITAR AND VOCALS  
AND THE LEGENDARY RHYTHM  
SECT IO N  OF STEVE JORDAN ON D R U M S  
AND PINO PALLADINO ON BASS.
INCLUDES ” WHO 010  VOU THINF I WAS”
P L I S  MORE NEW ORIGINALS. ROCK AND BILES 
VERSIONS o r  JOHN MAY Eft HI IS & r HE TRI O’ S
INTERPRET,y N O N S  Of  C L / i S s K  COVERS .
AVAILABLE NOW AT ALL 
LOCAL EXCLUSIVE 
COMPANY LOCATIONS
I  ALBUM  •
IN STORES  
* i  N O W
JOHN MAYER TRIO
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Easy come, easy go
What lies ahead for Pete Yom?
Collaboration & "Collected Stories"
J e s s ic a  V o g t
Staff Writer
The final production of Melissa 
Law’s senior project, Donald 
Marguiles’ “Collected Stories,” went 
out in a gentle but powerful perfor­
mance Saturday evening.
The two-woman play, featuring 
senior Melissa Law and 2003 gradu­
ate Anneliese DeDiemar, examined 
the changing friendship between a 
seasoned author (DeDiemar) and 
her graduate student assistant and 
devotee (Law). It was a simple, quiet 
production lending itself to the 
expression of personalities and the 
examination of a relationship, rather 
than the complexities of a storyline. 
However, the lack of intricate plot 
did not weaken the strength of the 
production. Law and DeDiemar were 
exquisite on stage, playing strong 
female characters with intense emo­
tions, and captivating the audience 
with their every word.
“I thought it would be a real chal­
lenge to do a two-person play," said 
Law, when asked why she chose such 
a work for her senior project. The 
universal relationship between the 
characters is one to which anyone 
can relate, she continues. “The play­
wright is truly amazing.”
Law handpicked all her fellow 
collaborators in this production 
including fellow actor DeDiemar, 
director Rebecca Herman, stage man­
agers Julie Silver and Megan Flod, set 
designer Arthur Frielund, costumer 
Daniella Cartun, and set decorator 
Jeni Klenke.
“I picked people because I enjoyed
working with them before," Law said. 
She said she picked Herman as the 
director because she exhibited “such 
a calm ease when it came to direct­
ing, which is something that the 
show really flourished on." The show 
inevitably flourished with a combined 
effort of all the students involved.
“Theatre is a collaborative art 
form," theatre arts professor Rich 
Frielund commented. “Working with 
others is of the essence in reaching 
your goal with any theatrical produc­
tion." He went on to congratulate 
Law and her colleagues for their hard 
work and dedication to the integrity 
of the production.
“We had a great time with this 
show, because everyone working on 
it had a similar and grand sense of 
humor," stage manager Julie Silver 
said. “Melissa Law and I have known 
each other for a very, very long time," 
she continued. “It’s been really cool 
to work with her again. She is multi­
talented."
Nevertheless, talent and collabo­
ration mean nothing in a theatrical 
production without the necessary 
rehearsal time and behind-the-scenes 
work. “We had all of our rehears­
als before winter break,” said Silver. 
“Then there was winter break, and 
production week started Monday." 
It speaks to the talent and effort of 
the cast and crew that they were able 
to pull everything together on time, 
despite crewmembers’ late arrivals 
back from break due to flight delays.
“This was one of the best theater 
experiences I have had because of 
the collaboration on everyone’s part.” 
said Law.
Does Pete Yom lack this pas­
sion and drive that other musicians 
(seem to) display? If so, why has 
Yom stayed at the forefront of pop 
music? At recent performances, one 
wouldn’t have recognized the man 
Di Bella described. On stage, Yorn is 
lively and enthusiastic, if not occa­
sionally awkward at the attention 
teenage fans flaunt. He played his 
popular songs vigorously, and clear­
ly enjoyed himself when the audi­
ence sang along to ones that were 
not released.
Yet, it was hard not to notice 
how hard Yorn tried to look like a 
musician, or more adequately, a rock 
star. Pretending not to hear young 
girls screaming his name, he kept his 
long hair in his face and wore a long 
black shirt despite the summer heat 
and blistering spotlights. This con­
trast between confident stage per­
former and Hollywood heartthrob 
begs the question: Is Yorn real? 
Which person is he? Just how has he 
gotten so far without original songs? 
Is the formula for American music 
simply just good looks and charming 
personality mixed with a little feel­
good music?
For the past four years, Yorn 
has perpetuated mainstream pop. 
His first song release in 2001, “For 
Nancy (‘Cus It Already Is’)," made a 
splash, getting frequent airplay on 
the radio, MTV and VH1. His debut 
album, “musicforthemorningafter," 
was not particularly unique to cur­
rent rock music, but had enough 
appeal to attract and hold listeners’ 
attention. Several other songs were 
released from "morningafter" which 
received equal media interest and
separated Yom from other one-hit 
wonders. His music has appeared in 
several big Hollywood blockbusters, 
including the Jim Carrey comedy 
“Me, Myself, and Irene," “Igby Goes 
Down” and “Orange County.” This 
consistent airplay, combined with 
television interviews, music videos 
and tabloids highlighting his per­
sonal life, ensured us that Yom was 
here to stay.
With the anticipated release of 
his subsequent album, “Day I Forgot"
(2003), Yorn did exhibit some poten­
tial to push past his formulaic songs. 
Even though his lyrics are uniform 
and unprofound, Yom manages to 
maintain his popularity because of 
his easygoing sound and fun perfor­
mances. He even imparts, “I'm not a 
topical songwriter .... |but| a lot of 
people have the misconception that 
my songs are about me.” His compo­
sitions are likable and emotionally 
undemanding. The media’s affection 
toward Yorn is obvious; the crowded 
audience and young girls hanging 
onto the edge of the stage, mouthing 
the words and shouting out their 
favorite songs, is a clear indication 
of his commercial success. He says 
of his songwriting, “I’ve never expe­
rienced writer’s block. It just flows 
out of me.” As far as reflecting on his 
work he says, “1 never listen to my 
songs. I finish and then let it go.”
Perhaps “letting it go” will ulti­
mately result in the public letting 
him go, and he will go down as a 
simple musical fluke from the late 
‘90s. If Yorn doesn't push himself 
more creatively, he risks fading from 
the mainstream. After all, looks and 
charm can only go so far.
Artist spotlight: Zach Johnson
C h ristin e  B e a d e r s t a d t
Staff Writer
In his five years at Lawrence, Zachary 
Scot Johnson has managed to pur­
sue his rather diverse interests with 
a seemingly uncompromising deter­
mination in each of them. Whether 
he’s singing at the piano or parading 
around in a gaudy Oprah Winfrey 
costume, it’s dear that Johnson has 
found a second home on stage, and 
he's only just getting started.
Where are you from and what are 
you studying at Lawrence?
I am from Racine, Wis., a dty 
much like Appleton. I’m a super- 
senior now and a triple major in 
theatre arts, music performance and 
psychology.
How long have you been involved 
with theater and/or music?
I’ve been doing theater since I 
was eight, so a good 15 years now. 
I've managed to do an average of 
four to seven shows per year since 
then. For music, 1 began playing vio­
lin at age six and piano at age eight. 
I taught myself how to play guitar 
when I began high school, or some­
where around that time. I began 
doing the singer/songwriter thing 
about then, too. I think, actually, my 
first songs were written while I was 
in middle school, but those tunes 
have not survived. That’s probably 
for the best.
What artist or performers have been 
most inspiring to you as an artist?
I listen to all kinds of music 
and am influenced by just about 
everyone, including my friends. The 
big ones for me have been Joni 
Mitchell, Shawn Colvin, Patty Griffin 
and Lucinda Williams. I’m also a 
longtime fan of artists like James 
Taylor, Neil Young, Dylan, Bonnie 
Raitt, Emmylou Harris, Paul Simon,
etc. I also like a lot of under-the- 
radar artists like Mary Gauthier, Lori 
McKenna, Patty Larkin, etc.
For actors, Meryl Streep has been my 
guide. She’s the best actress of all time 
in my mind and of our age certainly. 
I have too many influential actors 
to list, too, but Pacino, Hanks, Diane 
Keaton and Julianne Moore would all 
rank very highly.
Are there any specific performances 
that have been particularly memo­
rable for you?
Opening for Shawn Colvin was 
a very big deal to me. It was very 
moving to find that sometimes your 
heroes are even cooler and better 
than you’d ever imagine they would 
be. She was one of the kindest, cool­
est people I've met. Theatrically, 
I loved doing “Boomtown" by Jeff 
Daniels last year. That was a great 
experience. I think the most recent 
show, “Language of Angels," was 
a very unique and special experi­
ence for all involved. Really, they're 
all special and unique for different 
reasons.
You founded LUIT, the Lawrence 
University Improv Troupe. How has 
your experience with this group been 
throughout the past few years?
Photo by Julie Arens
You know, LUIT will be, I think, 
my most fond memory of Lawrence 
University when 1 graduate. It has 
gotten more and more enjoyable as 
we’ve continued. We’ve had some 
rough patches, but I’ve loved every 
member of LUIT and it's an amaz­
ing little family. I look forward to 
every rehearsal and every meeting, 
and 1 think when that kind of thing 
happens, you’re a part of something 
more special than can even really be 
explained.
What are your plans in the future, 
either with regards to your music 
and your work in theater?
I’d love to have them forever coex­
ist in my life. I hope that happens. 
They’re equally important in my life 
and they're all I really know. I’m put­
ting out another CD later this year and 
will be touring some for it. It’ll be an 
interesting year and a very revealing 
one, I’m sure of it. I'm at a crossroads 
in my life and I can’t wait to see how it 
plays out and what comes of it.
Photos by Jen Cox
Above: Melissa Law (left) and Anneliese DeDiemar (right) m Donald Marguiles' "Collected Stories."
Below: The actresses explore the subtlety o f the characters, stressing human interaction over plot-driven drama.
In her 2002 Michigan Theatre 
review of a performance by musician 
Pete Yom, Christine Di Bella said, 
“In its current incarnation [Yorn is] 
virtually indistinguishable from that 
of just about any other middle of the 
road male rock act, more suited to 
Bryan Adams than the next alterna­
tive rock idol." One thing Bella failed 
to mention, however, is Yom’s musi­
cal likeability. Simply put, his songs 
are good, not exceptional, but easy 
to listen to while driving to work or 
flipping through radio stations.
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Women bounce back after loss
Philip Roy
Staff Writer
The LU women's basketball 
team tipped off against MWC rivals 
Ripon last Saturday at Alexander 
Gymnasium. With an unblemished 
record, Lawrence was looking to 
stay at the top o f the confer­
ence. The Vikes fell behind early 
in the first half but fought back to 
take a 4-point lead into the locker 
room at the half. Five minutes into 
the second half, Ripon took the 
lead for good and later held o ff a 
surge by the Vikings in the closing 
minutes. Freshman Jenny Stoner 
cut the lead to 1 with less than 
three minutes on the clock, but the 
Redhawks resumed control and
went on to hand Lawrence their 
first loss of the season with the
65-61 decision.
Senior Claire Getzoff, who sank 
two Ts in the last minute and a half 
to reduce the lead, led the Vikings 
with 15 points. Kelly Mulcahy had 
11, and Molly Bouressa had 10. 
The Vikings were hampered by 
foul trouble as both Kelly Mulcahy 
and senior forward Christine Brice 
fouled out late in the second half.
The women returned to action 
on Tuesday, when they traveled 
down to Beloit looking to bounce 
back from their first loss. Lawrence 
came out firing and led by 30-9 
with a little over five minutes left 
in the half after a 16-0 run. The 
Buccaneers responded in the sec­
ond half and managed to trim the
lead to 3 points with nine minutes 
left. The Vikings regained momen­
tum, however, and pulled away to 
post a 04-48 victory.
Claire Getzoff was once again 
at the helm of the Lawrence attack 
as she tallied up 22 points. She 
was supported by Mulcahy, who 
had 18 points. Molly Bouressa was 
dominant on the boards as she 
piled up 11 rebounds. The junior 
from Kaukauna leads the team in 
rebounds this season with an aver­
age of 6.7 per game.
Lawrence returns to action 
at home this weekend when they 
face Grinnell on Friday followed by 
Lake Forest on Saturday. They will 
look to put two more conference 
wins under their belts before their 
showdown with Carroll next week.
Senior Claire Getzoff grabs one o f her five rebounds against Ripon. She also had 15 points to  pace the Vikings.
Photo by Alex Fairchild
Hockey toughs 
it out in MN
A u stin  M o n t g o m e r y
fo r The Lawrentian
Last weekend, the LU hockey 
team took the ice against Gustavus 
Adolphus College on Saturday and 
St. Olaf College on Sunday. Both 
schools compete in the traditionally 
powerful Minnesota Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference and currently 
hold spots in the top half of said 
division.
In Saturday’s contest Andrew 
Isaac recorded a solid game in the 
crease, stopping 33 of 39 shots. The 
scoring started in the opening stanza 
with Gustavus netting the first goal. 
Gustavus struck first in the second 
as well but was answered with an LU 
goal from Mason Oakes, assisted by 
Joe Searl and Ted Greeley. The Vikes 
added another from Blake Royle, 
making it a 2-2 tie. By the end of the 
first two periods, the Gusties had 
reclaimed the lead and would add 2 
more in the third to take the W, 5-2. 
“[In this game) we found that we can 
definitely play with the best teams,” 
said sophomore defenseman Josh 
Peterson. “We just weren’t able to 
perform for the entire 60 minutes.”
Isaac started against St. Olaf on 
Sunday as well and once again saw a 
lot of action, saving 38 of 44 shots. 
The Oles scored 2 goals in the first 
period, one of which was on the 
power play. Junior captain Joe Searl 
put one in early in the second period 
with the assist coming from Pete 
Mossberg. Olaf would record one 
more before the end of 40 minutes 
of play.
In the third, Neil Wallace scored 
from Peterson and Oakes to bring 
the Vikes within 1, but St. Olaf rallied 
to score 3 unanswered goals and fin­
ish the game with a 6-2 win. “It was 
obvious we can play at this level of 
competition, but right now a lot of 
the younger guys are really starting 
to get in stride, and when they do, 
we’re going to have a great team,” 
Said defenseman Joe McDonald.
The Vikes will compete in an 
away-and-home series this weekend 
with Marian College. After playing 
Friday night in Fond du Lac, the 
Sabres will visit the Appleton Family 
Ice Center at 7:00 on Saturday.
Upcoming Hom e 
Sports Events
Friday, January 13 
Women's Basketball vs. Grinnell 5:30
Men's Basketball vs. Grinnell 7:30
Saturday, January 14 
Women's Basketball vs. Lake Forest 2:00
Men's Basketball vs. Lake Forest 4:00
Hockey vs. Marian 7:00
Wednesday, January 18 
Women's Basketball vs. Carroll 5:30
Wrestling vs. UW-Platteville 7:00
Men's Basketball vs. Carroll 7:30
Swimming's latest
Evan  Fye
fo r The Lawrentian
Jumping right into some tough 
competition soon after returning from 
winter break, the Lawrence men’s and 
women’s swimming and diving teams 
came out fighting in the Carthage 
College Triple Dual Meet this past 
weekend. The Lawrence men defeat­
ed UW-Oshkosh and North Central 
College but lost to Carthage, while 
the women bested North Central but 
lost to Oshkosh and Carthage. Coach 
Kirner was upbeat about the overall 
performance with it being their first 
meet after winter break where he had 
no personal control over their train­
ing schedule.
The team was led last 
weekend by two freshmen, Patrick 
McCrory and Hayley Vatch, who both 
put in extraordinary performances. 
McCrory took first in men’s 50-yard 
freestyle and Vatch first in the wom­
en’s 500-yard freestyle. McCrory was 
also honored after the weekend's 
showing by becoming the Midwest
Conference Swimmer of the Week. 
Coach Kirner professed high hopes 
for both outstanding freshmen as 
being conference contenders. Solid 
performances were also given by 
freshman Kyle Griffin and top senior 
sprinter Heather Prochnow.
Coach Kirner said he is happy 
with the team’s condition at this 
point, and that when tapering begins 
in a few weeks “they will be prepared 
to rest and the training strategy 
should take effect." With the confer­
ence meet being at home this year 
the team will be pushing more than 
ever to be in top form by the end of 
the season.
Lawrence University
scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
Jan. 10
#6 Lawrence 65
Beloit 61
Jan. 7
#6 Lawrence 83
Ripon 75
Women’s Basketball
Jan. 10
Lawrence 64
Beloit 48
Jan. 7
Lawrence 61
Ripon 65
Hockey
Jan. 8
Lawrence 2
St. Olaf 6
Jan. 7
Lawrence 2
Gustavus Adolphus 5
Swimming
Jan. 7 at Carthage College Triple 
Dual
Men
Lawrence 
Carthage 
Lawrence 
North Central 
Lawrence
UW-Oshkosh
Women
Lawrence 
Carthage 
Lawrence 
North Central 
Lawrence
UW-Oshkosh
standings
Men’s Basketball C onf O’all
Lawrence 4-0 10-0
Grinnell 4-0 8-2
Carroll 3-0 9-1
Lake Forest 2-2 4-7
Ripon 2-2 3-7
Beloit 1-2 5-5
Illinois College 1-2 5-5
Knox 1-2 4-5
Monmouth 0-4 4-5
St. Norbert 0-4 2-9
W omen’s B-ball C onf O’all
Carroll 3-0 9-1
Lawrence 3-1 10-1
Ripon 3-1 6-5
St. Norbert 3-1 6-5
Lake Forest 2-2 8-3
Grinnell 2-2 5-5
Beloit 1-2 3-6
Monmouth 1-3 4-7
Illinois College 0-3 6-4
Knox 0-3 2-8
Hockey C onf Pts.
MSOE 7-1-0 14
Marian College 6-2-0 12
Finlandia 5-2-1 I f
Lawrence 2-4-2 6
UM-Crookston 1-6-1 3
Northland 1-7-0 2
Standings courtesy o f  
www.m idwestconference.org 
and w w w.uscho.com  
All statistics are accurate as o f
January 11, 2006
r  T h e  L a w r e n t i a n  is looking for some- ^  
one to write a weekly column about Law­
rence sports, professional sports, or any­
thing sports related. If interested, contact 
Sports Editor Alex Week at extension 
6241. This is a paid position.
